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We study a second order stationary HamiltonJacobi equation in infinite dimen-
sion. This equation is nonlinear and convex with respect to the first-order term. We
use properties of the transition semigroup associated to the linear equation to write
the HamiltonJacobi equation in integral form and we prove existence, uniqueness
and regularity of a solution by the theory of maximal monotone operators. We also
prove that this solution is the pointwise limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of
classical solutions of approximating problems. Finally, the solution is the value
function of the associated optimal stochastic control problem. Some examples are
given.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We study the following second-order HamiltonJacobi equation:
*u(x)= 12 Tr[Quxx(x)]+(Ax+F(x), ux(x))&H(ux(x))+(x), x # X
(1.1)
where X is a separable Hilbert space, A is the infinitesimal generator of a
strongly continuous semigroup of negative type on X, Q is a nonnegative
self-adjoint operator on X which is not necessarily nuclear, F is a bounded
Lipschitz continuous function which takes its values in X and finally H is
a Lipschitz continuous real valued function.
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For all *>0 and all  uniformly continuous and bounded real valued
function, we define the mild solution of (1.1) as the solution of the integral
equation
u(x)=|
+
0
e&*tPt[(F( } ), ux) &H(ux)+](x) dt (1.2)
where [Pt ; t0] is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup associated to the
parabolic equation
v
t
=
1
2
Tr[Qvxx]+(Ax, vx)
v(0)=..
The properties of the semigroup [Pt ; t0], when it acts on the space of
uniformly continuous and bounded functions on X, have been studied, for
instance, in [16], [6], [7] and [18]. By a fixed point argument, we first
prove, under the so-called null controllability assumption which links Q
and A, existence and uniqueness of a solution of (1.2) in the Banach space
of uniformly continuous Fre chet differentiable functions for large enough
*>0. Besides, u is the resolvent of a unique accretive operator whose
resolvent set contains (0, +). This implies that (1.1) has a mild solution
for all *>0 and all . Moreover, if  is Fre chet differentiable, u is twice
differentiable.
Following [7] and [18], we prove that the mild solution of (1.1) is the
pointwise limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of classical solutions of
equations of type (1.1) (i.e. with a different ‘‘’’) which approximate (1.1)
in a suitable sense.
Finally, when H is given by
H( p)= sup
|z|R
[(z, p) &h(z)], (1.3)
where h is a convex l.s.c. function on [ |z|R] for some R>0, then the
mild solution of (1.1) is the value function of the following optimal
stochastic control problem: the dynamic is the mild solution of the
stochastic differential equation
dy(s)=(Ay(s)+F( y(s))&z(s)) ds+- Q dW(s), s>0
y(0)=x
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where the control z lies in the space M 2W (0, +; X ) of all stochastic
processes which are square integrable and adapted to the white noise W ;
and the value function is the minimal cost defined by
V(x)= inf
|z|R
z # M 2W (0, +; X ) {|
+
0
e&*s[h(z(s))+( y(s))] ds= .
The proof is based on Ito^’s formula. When H is sufficiently smooth, there
exist an optimal control z* and an optimal trajectory y* i.e. processes
which satisfy
V(x)=|
+
0
e&*s[h(z*(s))+( y*(s))] ds.
The optimal control is given by the feedback formula
z*(s)=Hx(ux( y*(s)))
and the optimal trajectory is the mild solution of the closed loop equation:
dy(s)=(Ay(s)+F( y(s))&Hx(ux( y*(s)))) ds+- Q dW(s), s>0
y(0)=x.
We observe that, as in [4], [18] and in [19], our assumptions cover the
case when A is the Laplace operator in a bounded domain in RN (N3)
with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. If N=1 we can take
Q=I, while for N=2, 3 we have to deal with an appropriate compact
operator Q. Similarly (see 96) we can cover the case when A is the bi-
Laplacian in dimension N7 (N3 if we take Q=I ). Moreover, in the
finite dimensional case, our results state existence and uniqueness of regular
solutions in the uniformly elliptic case (see Remark 2.6(iii)).
Several results on second order HamiltonJacobi equations are obtained
by the approach of viscosity solutions. For a presentation of the argument
in the finite dimensional case see [10], [17] and the references quoted
therein. For the infinite dimensional case, see [23] and [28]. In particular,
in [28] the author states existence and uniqueness of viscosity solutions
(which are a priori nondifferentiable) for a wide class of second order par-
tial differential equations. When Q is nuclear equation (1.1) falls into this
class.
Other papers concerning more regular solutions of second order
HamiltonJacobi equations in infinite dimensions are [2], [20], [13],
[4], [3], [18] and [19] for the evolution case and [9] for the stationary
case. In particular the last paper studies (1.1) in the space of functions that
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are square integrable on X with respect to the invariant measure of the
OrnsteinUhlenbeck process (see [16] for the properties of such measure).
The plan of the paper is the following. Section 2 is dedicated to notations
and preliminary results on the linear case. In Section 3 we prove existence
and uniqueness of the mild solution of (1.1). The purpose of Section 4 is
to prove that mild solutions are limit of classical solutions. In Section 5 we
prove that the mild solution of (1.1) is the value function of the optimal
control problem defined above as soon as (1.3) holds. Finally, in Section
6 we give two examples.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations
Let X and Y be two separable Hilbert spaces endowed with the scalar
products ( } , } ) and ( } , } ) Y and the norms | } | and | } |Y .
We denote by Cb(X, Y) the Banach space of all functions .: X  Y
which are uniformly continuous and bounded on X and by & }& the usual
norm on Cb(X, Y) defined by
&.&=sup
x # X
|.(x)|Y .
For k # N, we denote by Ckb(X, Y ) the set of all functions of Cb(X, Y )
whose all Fre chet derivatives up to the order k are uniformly continuous
and bounded on X. It is a Banach space when endowed with the norm
&.&k= :
k
h=0
sup
x # H
|Dh.(x)| Y .
We also denote by C0, 1(X, Y ) the space of all Lipschitz continuous func-
tions from X to Y; we define the semi-norm
&.&0, 1=sup { |.(x)&.( y)||x&y| ; x, y # X ; x{y= ,
and we set
C1, 1(X, Y )=[. # C0, 1(X, Y ) Fre chet-differentiable s.t. &D.&0, 1<].
If Y=R then we shall write Cb(X ), Ckb(X ) and C
k, 1(X ) instead of
Cb(X, R), Ckb(X, R) and C
k, 1(X, R).
Finally, we introduce the space C:b(X ) for : # (0, 1) which is the Banach
space of :-Ho lder continuous and bounded functions. Similarly, C1+:b (X) is
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the space of all uniformly continuous bounded and Fre chet-differentiable
functions with :-Ho lder continuous bounded derivative. We denote by
&.&: the Ho lderian norm of . # C:b(X ).
2.2. The Linear Problem
From now on, we shall assume the following
Hypothesis 2.1. (i) A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup of negative type etA on X. For simplicity we also assume
that &etA &1 for every t0.
(ii) Q is a bounded self-adjoint nonnegative operator on X.
(iii) W is a cylindrical Wiener process which takes its values in X and
is defined on a probability space (0, F, P).
Let then Qt be, for all t0, the operator defined by
Qt=|
t
0
esAQesA* ds
and assume
Hypothesis 2.2.
Tr Qt<+, \t>0 (2.1)
Im etA/Im Q12t , \t>0. (2.2)
As it is described in [16] Ch. 9 and in [7] (see also [15]), these
assumptions guarantee that the transition semigroup (Pt)t0 defined on
Cb(X ) by Pt .(x)=E[.(Z(t, x))] for all t0, where Z(t, x) is given by
Z(t, x)=etA+|
t
0
e(t&s)A - Q dW(s),
is infinitely Fre chet-differentiable and is the solution in a mild sense of the
Kolmogorov equation
vt= 12 Tr[Qvxx]+(Ax, vx) , t>0
(2.3)
v(0, } )=..
Remark 2.3. (i) From (2.2) and the closed graph theorem it follows
that for every t>0, the operator 1(t)=Q&12t e
tA is well defined and
bounded. This yields, together with (2.1) that for every t>0 the operator
etA=Q12t 1(t) is HilbertSchmidt on X.
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(ii) We recall (see [16]) that (2.2) is equivalent to the null control-
lability of the deterministic system
!$(t)=A!(t)+- Q z(t), !(0)=!0 .
Note that the null controllability assumption is crucial to guarantee the
regularity, with respect to x of the solution of (2.3). In the finite dimen-
sional case it reduces to the Ho rmander hypoellipticity condition
Qt>0, \t>0
(see [21], [14], [26]).
We have the following result (see e.g. [16] or [18]).
Proposition 2.4. Assume that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 hold true. Then, if
. # Cb(X ), Pt. # Cb (X) and we have the following estimates
&Pt .&&.&
&DxPt .&&1 (t)&&.& , \t>0, \. # Cb(X ),
&Dxx Pt .&C &1 (t)&2 &.&
&DxPt .&&.x &
, \t>0, \. # C1b(X )
&Dxx Pt .&&1 (t)&&.x&
for some positive constant C.
We shall also make the following assumption on 1 (t):
Hypothesis 2.5.
_=0>0 such that &1 (t)&1+=0 is locally integrable at 0.
Remark 2.6. (i) It can be proven that t [ &1 (t)& is non increasing
and, consequently, that &1 (t)& is bounded for t large enough and
Hypothesis 2.5 implies
:(*)=|
+
0
e&*t &1 (t)& dt<+
(2.4)
|
+
0
e&*t &1 (t)&1+= 0 dt<+
for all *>0 and
:(*)  0 as *  +. (2.5)
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(ii) Hypothesis 2.5 is satisfied if and only if there exist C>0, t0>0
and ; # (0, 1) such that
&1(t)&
C
t;
, for 0<t<t0 .
(iii) When the dimension of X is finite, then Hypothesis 2.5 reduces
to assume that the operator Q is invertible i.e. the uniform ellipticity condi-
tion (see [27]).
3. Resolution of the HamiltonJacobi Equation
In this section, we are considering general nonlinear second-order
HamiltonJacobi equations of the form
*u= 12 Tr[Quxx]+(Ax+F(x), ux) &H(ux)+, x # X (3.1)
under the Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and
Hypothesis 3.1 (on H and F ). (i) H : X  R is a Lipschitz continuous
convex function, of Lipschitz constant K
(ii) F : X [ X is a Lipschitz continuous and bounded function of
Lipschitz constant L.
We want to solve this equation for any *>0 and any  # Cb(X ).
We are going to define a class of solutions in C1b(X ) for which we can
prove existence and uniqueness for any *>0 and any  # Cb(X). This will
also imply that the solutions of (3.1) are the resolvents of a nonlinear
m-dissipative operator defined on a domain included in C1b(X ). We shall
then see in the next sections that the notion of solutions introduced here
is coherent with both the notion of classical solutions and value functions
of optimal stochastic control problems.
3.1. Mild Solutions
We define here a notion of mild solutions which satisfy an integral equation.
Definition 3.2. Let * be a positive constant and  # Cb(X). We shall
say that u # C1b(X) is a mild solution of (3.1) if and only if u satisfies the
following integral equation for all x # X:
u(x)=|
+
0
e&*tPt[+(F, ux)&H(ux)](x) dt. (3.2)
We shall then denote F*()=[u # C1b(X ) s.t. (3.2) holds].
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Then we have the following theorem which gives existence, uniqueness
and regularity of mild solutions of (3.1) for *>0 large enough.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and 3.1 hold. Then
there exists a *0>0 such that:
(i) for all **0 and for all  # Cb(X ), (3.1) has a unique mild solu-
tion F*() in C1b(X )
(ii) for all **0 , if  # C1b(X ) then F*() # C
2
b(X )
(iii) for all **0 and all .,  # Cb(X ), we have
&F*(.)&F*()&
1
*
&.&& (3.3)
(iv) for all *, +*0 , for all  # Cb(X ), the following so-called identity
of the resolvents holds:
F*()=F+(+(+&*) F*()). (3.4)
In order to prove this theorem, we shall introduce some notations. For
all *>0, we call T* the linear operator defined on Cb(X ) by
T*(x)=|
+
0
e&*tPt (x) dt, \x # X
and T * the nonlinear operator defined on C
1
b(X ) by
T * u(x)=T*[+(F, ux)&H(ux)](x), \x # X and  # Cb(X ).
Let us remark that, since (Pt)t>0 is a contraction semigroup, T*(x)
and therefore T * u(x) are well defined. Moreover, (3.2) is equivalent to
u(x)=T * u(x), so that u # C
1
b(X ) is a mild solution of (3.1) if and only if
it is a fixed point of T * .
Proposition 3.4. For all *>0 and for all  # Cb(X), the following
statements hold :
(i) T* # C1b(X ) and
&T*&
1
*
&&
&(T*)x&:(*)&&
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(ii) if  # C1b(X ), then T* # C
2
b(X ) and
&(T*)x&
1
*
&x&
&(T*)xx&:(*)&x&.
Proof. It is obvious by using Proposition 2.4 and (2.4). K
Proposition 3.5. For all *>0, we have the following statements:
(i) if  # Cb(X ) then T * maps C
1
b(X ) into itself.
(ii) for all u, v # C1b(X ),
&T * u&T * v&1\1*+:(*)+ (&F&+K )&ux&vx&,
and thus there exists a *0>0 such that, for all **0 and for all  # Cb(X ),
T * is a contraction in C
1
b(X ).
Proof. The first point is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.4. The
second one relies on the fact that :(*) is a non-increasing function and that
(2.5) holds. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3(i). This last proposition proves the first item of
our theorem since for all **0 and for all  # Cb(X ), T * has a unique
fixed point and thus (3.1) a unique mild solution. K
In order to prove the second point, we shall proceed with interpolation
and bootstrap methods.
Recall that =0>0 is a parameter defined in Hypothesis 2.5 such that the
Laplace transform of t [ &1(t)&1+= 0 is well defined (see Remark 2.6(i)).
Lemma 3.6. For any *>0, T* has the following regularizing effects:
(i) If . # Cb(X ) then T* . # C1+=0b (X ).
(ii) If . # C:b(X ) for some : # [0, 1) then T* . # C
1+= 0+:&=0 :
b (X).
(iii) If . # C1&= 0b (X ) then T*  # C
2
b(X ).
Proof. By following, for instance, [24] (see also the references quoted
therein), we can deduce, from the following estimates
&(Pt .)x&1C1 &1(t)&2 &.&
, \. # Cb(X ), for 0<t<t0
&(Pt .)x&&1(t)&&.&
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for some positive constant C1 and some t0>0, that for all % # (0, 1) and for
all . # Cb(X ),
&(Pt .)x&%C% &1(t)&1+% &.&, for 0<t<t0 ,
for some positive constant C% , since the interpolation space between Cb(X )
and C1b(X ) is C
#
b(X ) (see [5]). By choosing %==0 , we get the first item of
our lemma by multiplying this last inequality by e&*t and by integrating
between 0 and +.
Now, we know that
. # Cb(X ) O T*. # C1+= 0b (X )
. # C1b(X ) O T* . # C
2
b(X).
Again, by interpolating, we have, for all : # (0, 1),
. # C:b(X ) O T* . # C
(1+= 0)(1&:)+2:
b (X )
and (ii) is proven. Finally, let . # C1b(X ); we have
&(Pt .)xx &C0 &1(t)&2 &.&
&(Pt .)xx &C1 &1(t)&&.&1 .
thus, for all % # (0, 1), we have
&(Pt.)xx&C% &1(t)&2&% &.&% , \. # C#b (X ), \t>0.
By choosing, %=1&=0 , we get, for all . # C1&= 0b (X ),
&(Pt .)xx&C1&=0 &1(t)&
1+=0 &.&1&=0
and we conclude as previously in order to get (iii), which completes the
proof of our lemma. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3(ii). Now, let  be in C1b(X ) and **0 . Then,
 belongs to C:b(X ) for all : # [0, 1]. Moreover if u # C
1+:
b (X) for
some : # [0, 1), since +(F, ux) &H(ux) # C:b(X ) and u=T*[+
(F, ux)&H(ux)], we have by Lemma 3.6(ii) u # C1+= 0+:&:=0b (X ). By a
bootstrap argument, we prove that u belongs to C1+: nb (X ) for all n # N,
where the sequence (:n)n # N is defined by
:0=0
:n+1==0+:n&=0 :n .
We check easily that (:n)n # N converges to 1 as n goes to infinity. There-
fore, we can prove that u # C2&= 0b (X), which yields, by the third point of the
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previous lemma, u # C2b(X ) and the second item of the theorem is
proven. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3(iv). We now prove (3.4). Let *, +*0 ,  # Cb(X ).
Recall that T* satisfies
T*=T+o[1+(+&*) T*].
If we set u=F*(), the identity (3.4) is equivalent to
T +(+&*)u+ (u)=u.
But
T +(+&*)u+ (u)=T+[+(+&*)u+(F, ux) &H(ux)]
=T+[+(F, ux) &H(ux)
+(+&*) T*[+(F, ux)&H(ux)]]
=T*[+(F, ux) &H(ux)]=u
and the proof of (3.4) is complete. K
We shall first prove part (iii) of Theorem 3.3 for .,  # C1b(X). Then it
will be easy to extend (3.3) to functions in Cb(X ) by using the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.7. Assume that (3.3) holds for all , . # C1b(X ). Then it also
holds for , . # Cb(X ).
Proof. Let **0 and .,  # Cb(X ). Then there exist two sequences
(.n)n # N and (n)n # N of C1b(X) which converge respectively towards . and
 in Cb(X ) (see [22] and [25]. Let
u=F*(), un=F*(n), v=F*(.), vn=F*(.n),
for all n # N. Then, for all n # N, we have
&u&v&&u&un&1+&un&vn &+&vn&v&1 .
But we have, for instance,
&u&un&1&T * u&T

* un&1+&T

* un&T
 n
* un &1
and, by using Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, it yields
&u&un&1# &u&un&1+#$ &&n&
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where
#$=
1
*
+:(*), #=#$(&F&+K)<1.
Thus,
&u&un&1
#$
1&#
&&n&
and
&u&v&
#$
1&#
(&n&&+&.n&.&)+
1
*
&n&.n &
since .n and n belong to C1b(X ). Thus, when n goes to infinity, we have
&u&v&
1
*
&&.&. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3(iii) in C1b(X). We now turn back to the case when
. and  belong to C1b(X ). Let **0 . We set u=F*() and v=F*(.). It
is clear that if we try to compute directly &u&v&, we don’t get the desired
estimation since T * and T
.
* are nonlinear. Thus, we have to approximate
the nonlinear term. This is the aim of the next lemma that we shall prove
later on.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a sequence of operators (N=)=0 which satisfies:
(i) for all w1 , w2 # Cb(X ),
&N=w1&N=w2 &&w1&w2&, \=0. (3.5)
(ii) for all w # C2b(X ),
lim
=  0 "
N= w&w
=
&(F, wx) +H(wx)"=0. (3.6)
We set, for all =>0 and all w # C2b(X ),
=(w)=
N=w&w
=
&(F, wx)+H(wx).
We first notice that, for =>0, we have, by setting +=*+1= in (3.4),
u=F*+(1=) \+1= u+=T*+(1=) _+
1
=
u+(F, ux)&H(ux)&
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and an equivalent identity for v. It yields
u&v=T*+(1=) _&.+1= (N=u&N=v)&=(u)+=(v)&
and thus, by using (3.5),
&u&v&
1
*+(1=) \&&.&+
1
=
&u&v&+&=(u)&+&=(v)&+ .
This implies
* &u&v&&&.&+&=(u)&+&=(v)&.
By letting = go to 0 and by using (3.6), we get (3.3). K
Now, we turn back to the proof of Lemma 3.8. Roughly speaking,
(N=)=0 has to be the semigroup associated to the equation
Wt=(F, Wx)&H(Wx)
W(0)=w
which is a time-dependent first-order HamiltonJacobi equation whose
solution should be the value function of the following optimal control
problem: the dynamic of the system is described by the equation
y* x(s)=F( yx(s))&:(s), s>0
yx(0)=x.
The controls : are taken in the set
A=[: # W1, ((0, +); X ) s.t. |:(s)|M \s # [0+, )
and |:* (s)|1 a.e. s # (0, +)]
where M>0 is a constant that we will precise later. The cost function is
given by
J(x, t, :)=|
t
0
g(:(s)) ds+w( yx(t)),
where the function g is defined on X by
g(:)= sup
| p|M
[(:, p)&H( p)]
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and the value function is
W(x, t)= inf
: # A
J(x, t, :).
We are not going to prove this result because we only use it in an heuristic
way but one can see [11] for precise results on first-order HamiltonJacobi
equations and deterministic control.
Now, for w # Cb(X ), we set N=w=W(., =) and we prove that it satisfies
the properties listed in Lemma 3.8.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let w1 , w2 # Cb(X ). For all =>0 and for all x # X,
we have
|N=w1(x)&N= w2(x)| sup
: # A
[w1( yx(=))&w2( yx(=))]
&w1&w2&.
In order to prove (3.6), we first admit the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. If MK then, for all p # X such that | p|M, we have
H( p)= sup
|:|M
[( p, :)&g(:)].
Now, let u # C2b(X ) and chose a constant Mmax[&ux&, K]. Let =>0
and x # X. It is clear that the value function is limited by the infimum over
all constant controls of the cost function. And by using Lemma 3.9, we
have
=(u)(x) inf
|:|M {g(:)+
u( yx(=))&u(x)
= =
& inf
|:|M
[(F(x)&:, ux(x)) +g(:)]
 sup
|:|M {
u( yx(=))&u(x)
=
&(F(x)&:, ux(x))= .
We write
u( yx(=))&u(x)=|
=
0
(F( yx({))&:, ux( yx({))) d{
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and we get
=(u)(x) sup
|:|M {
1
= |
=
0
(F( yx({))&:, ux( yx({)))
&(F(x)&:, ux(x))] d{=
 sup
|:| M {
1
= |
=
0
[(F( yx({))&F(x), ux( yx({)))
+(F(x)&:, ux( yx({))&ux(x))] d{= .
But, since, for all { # (0, =),
| yx({)&x|=| yx({)&yx(0)|(&F&+M){,
we have
=(u)(x)
1
= |
=
0
&ux& L(&F&+M) { d{+
&F&+M
= |
=
0
&uxx &(&F&+M) { d{
and finally,
=(u)(x)(&F&+M)(&ux&L+&uxx&(&F&+M))
=
2
.
We now deal with the converse inequality. For all $>0, there exists
:$ # A (which in fact depends also on = and x) such that
N=u(x)|
=
0
g(:$(s)) ds+u( y$x(=))N=u(x)+$,
where y$x is the state which corresponds to :$ .
Therefore
=(u)(x)
1
= |
=
0
g(:$(s)) ds+
u( y$x(=))&u(x)
=
&(F(x), ux(x))+H(ux(x))&
$
=
.
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But H(ux(x))(:$(0), ux(x))&g(:$(0)), thus
=(u)(x)
1
= |
=
0
g(:$(s)) ds+
u( y$x(=))&u(x)
=
+(:$(0)&F(x), ux(x))&g(:$(0))&
$
=

1
= |
=
0
(g(:$(s))&g(:$(0))) ds+
u( y$x(=))&u(x)
=
+(:$(0)&F(x), ux(x))&
$
=
.
Since
| g(:)&g(;)| sup
| p|M
(:&;, p) M |:&;| \:, ; # X,
we have
1
= |
=
0
(g(:$(s))&g(:$(0))) ds&
M
= |
=
0
|:$(s)&:$(0)| ds
&
M
= |
=
0
s ds=&
M=
2
.
We write
u( y$x(=))&u(x)=|
=
0
(F( y$x({))&:$({), ux( y
$
x({))) d{;
then
u( y$x(=))&u(x)
=
+(:$(0)&F(x), ux(x))
=
1
= |
=
0
<F( y$x({))&F(x)+:$(0)&:$({), ux( y
$
x({))) d{
+
1
= |
=
0
(F(x)&:$(0), ux( y$x({))&ux(x)) d{
&
1
= |
=
0
&ux&(L(&F&+M)+1) { d{
&
1
= |
=
0
(&F&+M)& uxx&(&F&+M) { d{
&(&ux &(L(&F&+M)+1)+&uxx &(&F&+M)2)
=
2
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Finally,
|=(u)(x)|(M+&ux&(L(&F&+M)+1)
+&uxx &(&F&+M)2)
=
2
+
$
=
, \x # X, \$>0
therefore
&=(u)&(M+&ux&(L(&F&+M)+1)+&uxx&(&F&+M)2)
=
2
and goes to 0 as = goes to 0. K
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Let G be defined on X by
G( p)= sup
|:|M
[( p, :) &g(:)]
and let p0 # X be such that | p0 |M. Then
G( p0)= sup
|:|M
inf
| p|M
[( p0&p, :) +H( p)]H( p0)
by choosing p=p0 . Moreover,
G( p0)=H( p0)+ sup
|:|M
inf
| p|M
[( p0&p, :) +H( p)&H( p0)].
Since H is convex, we have H( p)&H( p0)<q0 , p&p0> for all q0 in the
subdifferential of H at p0 . Thus
G( p0)H( p0)+ sup
|:|M
inf
| p|M
[( p0&p, :) +(q0 , p&p0)]
and
G( p0)H( p0)
by choosing :=q0 , which is possible since |q0 |KM. K
3.2. Characterization of the Nonlinear Operator
In order to deduce, from the preceding section, the existence (and
uniqueness) of a nonlinear operator defined on a domain of Cb(X ), which
generates the solution of (3.1), we shall use the results contained in [12].
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We proved that there exists a *0>0 such that the application F defined
by F (*)=F* for all **0 takes its values in the set of the Lipschitz-
continuous functions defined on Cb(X ), since
&F*&F* .&
1
*
&&.&, \**0 , \, . # Cb(X). (3.7)
Moreover, this application satisfies, for all *, +*0
F*=F+o(1+(+&*)F*). (3.8)
Thus, there exists a unique operator B defined on D(B)/C1b(X ) and
which takes its values in Cb(X ) such that F*=R(*, B) for all **0 . In
particular, the resolvent set of B, say \(B), contains [*0 , +).
These properties imply that B is an accretive operator and that \(B)
contains (0, +). Moreover the properties of F, namely (3.7) and (3.8),
hold for R( } , B), for any *, +>0.
Since the image of Cb(X ) by R(*, B) is constant, we define D(B)=
R(*, B) Cb(X ) for any *>0 and B is defined by Bu=*u& for some
 # Cb(X ).
Again, we can show that if  # C1b(X ) then R(*, B)  # C
2
b(X), even for
small *>0. Indeed we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.10. For all *>0, for all  # Cb(X ), R(*, B) is a
fixed point of T * . Conversely if u # C
1
b(X ) is a fixed point of T

* , then
u=R(*, B).
Proof. Recall that, for all *>0, F*() is the set of all fixed points of
T * . Let u=R(*, B). Then u=R(*+*0 , B)(+*0u)=F*+*0(+*0 u)
which is the fixed point of T +* 0u*+* 0 . Thus
u=T*+* 0[+*0u+(F, ux)&H(ux)]
=T*[+*0 u+(F, ux) &H(ux)+(*&*&*0)u]
=T*[+(F, ux)&H(ux)]=T * (u),
and u # F*().
Conversely, if u is a fixed point of T * , then u # F*(). We can prove, as
we did for Theorem 3.3(iv), that this implies u # F*+*0(+*0u). But
F*+* 0(+*0u)=R(*+*0 , B)(+*0 u)=R(*, B)
and the proof is complete. K
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We summarize those results in the
Theorem 3.11. \*>0, \ # Cb(X ), there exists a unique u # C1b(X ) mild
solution of (3.1). Moreover, if  # C1b(X ), then u # C
2
b(X ).
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the mild solution of (3.1)
follows directly from the results stated above. The rest is straightforward
since R(*, B) is a fixed point of T * and since we never used the fact that
* was grater than *0 in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 3.3 except to
deduce from it that some fixed point exists. K
We continue to investigate the properties of B.
Proposition 3.12. The operator B is monovalued.
Proof. Indeed, let u # D(B) and .,  # Bu. Then, for all *>0, *u&.
and *u& belong to *u&Bu, i.e. u=R(*, B)(*u&)=R(*, B)(*u&.).
By using Proposition 3.10, it yields
T*[*u&+(F, ux)&H(ux)]=T*[*u&.+(F, ux)&H(ux)]
and thus we have
T*.(x)=T*(x), \*>0 and \x # X.
By using a well-known property of the Laplace transform, we deduce that
for all x # X, Pt.(x)=Pt (x) for all t>0. Now, (Pt)t>0 is not a strongly
continuous semigroup but however Pt .(x) (for instance) converges, for
each fixed x to .(x) as t goes to 0 and thus .(x)=(x) for all x # X, which
concludes the proof. K
Finally, to conclude this section, we caracterize the operator B thanks to
the linear operator L which has been studied previously (see e.g. [16]
Ch. 9, [6] and [7]) and which consists of the linear part of the Hamilton
Jacobi equation.
Theorem 3.13. The following assertions hold :
(i) D(B)=D(L)
(ii) B=L+(F, Dx } )&H(Dx } ).
Proof. We can define D(L) as the set of all functions T*  for
 # Cb(X ) and for an arbitrary *>0, so that D(L) is a subset of C1b(X ).
Now, let u # D(B) and =*u&Bu. Then u # C1b(X ), u=T*[+(F, ux) &
H(ux)] and thus u # D(L).
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Conversely, let u # D(L) and u=T*  for some  # Cb(X ). Then
u=T*[&(F, ux) +H(ux)+(F, ux)&H(ux)]
=T &(F, u x)+H(ux)* (u)
and thus u # D(B).
Now, if u # D(B), let =Bu. We have, for a positive *>0, *u&=
*u&Bu, i.e.
u=T *u&* (u)=T*[*u&+(F, ux) &H(ux)]
thus
*u&Lu=*u&+(F, ux)&H(ux)
and
=Lu+(F, ux) &H(ux)
which concludes the proof. K
4. Strong Solutions
Now we apply some results contained in [7] about Cauchy problems
associated to weakly continuous semigroups to show that the mild solu-
tions of (3.1) can be approximated by classical solutions. We first recall the
definition of the K-convergence introduced in [7].
Definition 4.1. (i) A sequence (.n)/Cb(X, Y) is said to be K-con-
vergent to . # Cb(X, Y ) if
sup
n # N
&.n &0<+
lim
n  +
sup
x # K
|.n(x)&.(x)|Y=0.
for every compact set K/X. In this case we shall write
.=K- lim
n  +
.n .
(ii) A linear operator A: D(A)/Cb(X)  Cb(X ) is said to be
K-closed if, given a sequence (.n)n/D(A) such that
K- lim
n  +
.n=. and K- lim
n  +
A.n=,
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we have
. # D(A) and A.=.
(iii) Let A: D(A)/Cb(X )  Cb(X ) and C: D(C)/Cb(X )  Cb(X ) be
two linear operators; assume that A/C and that C is K-closed. We say
that C is the K-closure of A, and we write C=A K, if for every . # D(C)
there exists a sequence (.n)n/D(A) such that
K- lim
n  +
.n=.
(4.1)
K- lim
n  +
A.n=C..
Now we recall that, the family of operators [Pt]t>0 is a weakly con-
tinuous semigroup on Cb(X ) (see [6] and [7]). Let L be the infinitesimal
generator of [Pt ; t0]. Following [7] we define the operator L0 as
follows:
D(L0)=[. # C 2b(X) : Tr .xx # Cb(X ), A*.x # Cb(X, X );
x  (x, A*.x(x)) # Cb(X )]
L0 .= 12 Tr[Q.xx]+(x, A*.x) .
It is possible to see that D(L0), endowed with the norm
&’&
*
=def &’&+&A*’x&+&( } , A*’x)&+sup
x # X
&Tr ’xx(x)&
is a Banach space. Moreover the following result holds.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that Hypothesis 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 hold true. Then
L0
K=L. (4.2)
Moreover for every u # D(L) there exists a sequence (un)n/D(L0) such that
(4.1) is satisfied and
K- lim
n  +
unx=ux . (4.3)
Proof. The proof of (4.2) is contained in [7] 95. We prove only (4.3).
Let u # D(L) and let =(*&L)u # Cb(X ). Then there exists a sequence
(n)n # N/D(L0) such that n w
K  as n  +. We set
un(x)=R(*, L) n(x)=|
+
0
e&*tPt n(x) dt.
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The sequence (un)n lies in D(L0) since
R(*, L)D(L0)/D(L0)
and satisfies (4.1) (see [7]). Moreover, by differentiating we can write
unx(x)=|
+
0
e&*tDx[Pt n](x) dt
and, by using the explicit formula for the derivative DxPtn (see e.g. [16]
p. 264) we easily obtain that for every t>0
Dx Pt n w
K DxPt as n  
and
&Dx Ptn&C &1 (t)&
for a positive constant C independent of n. Then the claim follows easily by
applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem and the integrability of the
map t  &1 (t)&. K
By reasoning as in [18] we give the following definitions for solutions of
the HamiltonJacobi equation (3.1).
Definition 4.3. A function u: X  R is a strict solution of the equation
(3.1) if u # D(L0) and satisfies (3.1).
Definition 4.4. A function u # C 1b(X) is a K-strong solution of equa-
tion (3.1) if there exist two sequences [un]/D(L0) and [n]/Cb(X ) such
that for every n # N, un is a strict solution of the problem:
*un=L0 un+(F, unx)&H(unx)+n (4.4)
and moreover, for n  +
n w
K 
un w
K u (4.5)
unx w
K ux .
Now we apply Proposition 4.2 to equation (3.1) to obtain
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Theorem 4.5. Assume that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and 3.1 hold true and
let u # C 1b(X). Then
(i) If u is a strict solution of (3.1) then it is also a mild solution.
(ii) If u is a mild solution of (3.1) and u # D(L0) then u is also a strict
solution.
(iii) u is a mild solution of (3.1) if and only if it is a K-strong solution.
Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from the definitions, while (ii)
is a consequence of (4.2). We prove (iii) starting by the ‘‘only if ’’ part.
Let  # Cb(X ). Let u=R(*, B) be the mild solution of (3.1). Then
u # D(L) and by Proposition 4.2, there exists a sequence (un)n/D(L0)
satisfying (4.1) and (4.3). Moreover, by setting
n=*un&L0un+H(unx)&(F, unx)
we have that n # Cb(X) and (4.4), (4.5) are satisfied. This concludes the
‘‘only if ’’ part.
To prove the ‘‘if ’’ part, let u be a K-strong solution and let [un]n # N be
the approximating sequence as in Definition 4.4. Then for every n # N, un
satisfies
L0un=*un&(F, unx)+H(unx)&n ,
and by (4.5) the right hand side K-converges to *u&(F, ux) +H(ux)&.
By Proposition 4.2, it follows that u # D(L) and
Lu=*u&(F, ux)+H(ux)&
which gives the claim. K
5. Application to a Control Problem
We consider a stochastic system governed by the state equation
y(t)=etAx+|
t
0
e(t&s)A[F( y(s))&z(s)] ds+WA(t), t0 (5.1)
where x # X, A and F satisfy Hypotheses 2.1-(i) and 3.1-(ii) respectively.
The controls z are taken in M2W (0, +; X ) and
WA(t)=|
t
0
e(t&s)A dW(s).
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Equation (5.1) can be viewed as the mild form of the stochastic differen-
tial equation
dy(s)=[Ay(s)+F( y(s))&z(s)] ds+- Q dW(s), s0
(5.2)
y(0)=x, x # X
where W( } ) is a cylindrical Wiener process (see Hypothesis 2.1). The
following Proposition is proved in [16], Ch. 7.1 and, in the case where A
is diagonal, in [4].
Proposition 5.1. Assume that Hypothesis 2.1 and 2.2 and 3.1(ii) hold
true. Then, for all z # M 2W (0, +; X ), Equation (5.1) has a unique solution
( } ; x, z) # M 2W(0, +; X ).
Moreover, if
|
T
0
s&; Tr esAQesA* ds<+
holds for some ;>0 and T>0, then the solution y( } , x, z) is continuous
P-almost surely.
We shall now study the following optimal stochastic control problem.
Given R>0, minimize the functional cost
J(x; z)=E {|
+
0
e&*s[( y(s; x, z))+h(z(s))] ds=
over all controls z # M 2W(0, +; X) satisfying |z(s)|R P-almost surely
for a.e. s # [0, +). Here  # Cb(X ) and the function h satisfies the
following assumption
Hypotheses 5.2. h: B(0, R)/X  R is convex and lower semicontinuous.
The value function of this problem is defined as
V(x)=inf[J(x; z) : z # M 2W (0, +; X ), |z(s)|R] (5.3)
and a control z* # M 2W (0, +; X ) satisfying |z*(s)|R and V(x)=
J(x, z*) is said to be optimal with respect to the initial state x. As seen in
the introduction, the corresponding HamiltonJacobi equation reads as
follows
*v= 12 Tr[Qvxx]+(Ax+F(x), vx)&H(vx)+(x), x # X (5.4)
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where the Hamiltonian H is given on X by
H( p)= sup
|z|R
[(z, p) &h(z)]. (5.5)
The aim of this section is to prove that, under the general assumption 5.2
on the cost h, the value function V is the mild solution of the Hamilton
Jacobi equation (5.4) and that, when H is smooth enough, there exists an
optimal control.
We want to emphasize here that this result is very interesting in terms of
optimal control since it states that the value function is smooth (at least
C1b(X )) for general costs J with h satisfying 5.2 and  in Cb(X ).
Theorem 5.3. Assume that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1-(ii) and 5.2 hold.
Let  # Cb(X), H be as in (5.5) and let u # D(B) be the mild solution of (5.4).
Then u=V on X.
The proof of this theorem involves two different types of arguments. In
order to prove that Vu for general h and , we establish the fundamental
equality (5.6) by using that u is a K-strong solution as seen in the previous
section.
Then, we can prove that the converse inequality holds in the case when
h is smooth enough by exhibiting an optimal control under feedback form.
The final step consists in getting rid of the smoothness assumption on h;
it is done by approximating H with its Yosida’s approximants.
We first start by the fundamental equality:
Lemma 5.4. Under the assumptions of the previous theorem, we have, for
every x # X and z # M 2W (0, +; X ) satisfying |z(s)|R P-almost surely for
a.e. s in [0, +),
u(x)+E {|
+
0
e&*s[H(ux( y(s)))&(z(s), ux( y(s)))+h(z(s))] ds=
=E {|
+
0
e&*s[( y(s))+h(z(s))] ds==J(x, z) (5.6)
where y(s) =def y(s; x, z) is the mild solution of (5.2).
Proof. We first observe that H is well defined and Lipschitz continuous
with a Lipschitz constant lower than R. Indeed, by (5.5),
|H( p)&H(q)| sup
|z|R
(z, p&q)R | p&q|,
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so that the results of the preceeding sections hold. Now let u be the
solution of the HamiltonJacobi equation (5.4) and let un , n be as in
Definition 4.4. We first prove that (5.6) holds for un , i.e. that
un(x)+E {|
+
0
e&*s[H(unx( y(s)))&(z(s), unx( y(s)))+h(z(s))] ds=
=E {|
+
0
e&*s[n( y(s))+h(z(s))] ds= . (5.7)
Indeed fix x # X, z # M 2W (0, +; X ) and let y=y( } ; x, z) # M
2
W (0, +; X )
be the solution of the corresponding state equation. By applying Ito^’s
formula to the process e&*tun( y(t)), we obtain
d[e&*tun( y(t))]=_&*e&*tun( y(t))+e
&*t
2
Tr [Qunxx( y(t))]& dt
+(dy(t), e&*tunx( y(t)))
which gives, by (4.4),
d[e&*tun( y(t))]=e&*t[&(z(t), unx( y(t))) +H(unx( y(t)))&n( y(t))] dt
+e&*t(- Q dW(t), unx( y(t))) .
Then (5.7) follows easily by adding h(z(s)) on both sides, by integrating on
[0, +[ and finally by taking the expectation.
Now, recall that (4.5) holds; so that by the Dominated Convergence
Theorem, we can take the limit for n  + in (5.7) in order to obtain the
claim of the lemma. K
Corollary 5.5. Under the hypotheses of the previous lemma, we have:
Vu on X. (5.8)
Proof. By the definition of H, for every z # M 2W(0, +; X ), x # X and
for a.e. t # [0, [, the following inequality holds P-almost surely
H(ux( y(t; x, z)))&(z(t), ux( y(t; x, z))) +h(z(t))0 (5.9)
and the result follows from (5.6). K
Remark. 5.6. The fundamental identity (5.6) and so (5.8) also hold
when h is only measurable and bounded from below.
We can now prove that there exists an optimal control when H is
smooth enough.
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Theorem 5.7. Assume that Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1-(ii) and 5.2 hold
true. We also assume that H is Gateaux differentiable with continuous
directional derivatives. Finally, let  be in Cb(X ). Then
(i) the unique mild solution u of (5.4) coincides with the value
function V given in (5.3);
(ii) for any x # X, there exists an optimal control z*;
(iii) z* is related to the corresponding optimal state y* by the feedback
formula
z*(t)=Hx(Vx( y*(t))) \t0;
(iv) if H # C1, 1(X) and  # C1b(X ) then the optimal control is unique.
Proof. Let us first recall that, by the regularity of H, for every p # X, the
function z  (z, p)&h(z) has its maximum on B(0, R) at
z=Hx( p)
(see e.g. [17], 9 I.8). Then the equality in (5.9) holds when
z(t)=Hx(ux( y(t; x, z))).
Now let us consider the closed loop equation
dy(s)=[Ay(s)+F( y(s))&Hx(ux( y(s)))] ds+- Q dW(s), s0
(5.10)
y(0)=x, x # X.
which can be written in the mild form as
y(t)=etAx&|
t
0
e(t&s)A[(F( y(s))+Hx(ux( y(s)))] ds+WA(t), t0.
Now, the regularity assumptions on H and the fact that u # C1b(X ) imply
that the mapping
y  (Hx(ux( y)), h)
is continuous and bounded on X for every h # X. Since the semigroup etA
is compact (see Remark 2.3-(i)), then, by a result of ChojnowskaMichalik
and Goldys (see [8] Proposition 3), we obtain that equation (5.10) has a
so-called martingale solution, which is mean square continuous and has a
continuous modification.
At this point, by setting
z*(s)=Hx(ux( y*(s))),
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y* is the mild solution of the state equation (5.1) when z=z* and the
equality in (5.9) holds. By using (5.6) and Corallary 5.5, we have
V(x)J(x, z*)=u(x)V(x)
which proves claims (i), (ii) and (iii).
To prove claim (iv), we only need to prove that when H # C1, 1 and
 # C1b(X ), there exists a unique solution of the closed loop equation (5.10);
in this case it is clear that the map
y  Hx(ux( y ))
is Lipschitz continuous so that we can solve (5.10) by Proposition 5.1. The
conclusion follows as in the previous case. K
Remark 5.8. Examples for which H is Gateaux differentiable with con-
tinuous directional derivatives.
(i) The Hamiltonian has the above desired regularity if, for instance,
h: B(0, R)/X  R is strictly convex and lower semicontinuous.
(ii) A common example of the last statement is the following:
h(z)=|z|:,
for :>1. K
Remark 5.9. Examples for which H # C1, 1(X ) holds.
(i) The Hamiltonian has the above desired regularity if, for instance,
h: B(0, R)/X  R is strictly convex and continuously Fre chet differen-
tiable and if, moreover, Dh: B(0, R)  X is invertible with Lipscihtz con-
tinuous inverse (Dh)&1 (see [1], for instance).
(ii) A common example of the last statement is the following:
h(z)= 12 |z|
2.
In this case it easy to check that
H( p)={
1
2 | p|
2
R | p|& 12 R
2
if | p|R
if | p|>R
and
Hx( p)={
p if | p|R
pR
| p|
if | p|>R.
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In order to prove Theorem 5.3, we are going to use the Yosida’s
approximants of H which are given, for all =>0, by
H=( p)= inf
r # X {H(r)+
1
2=
| p&r| 2=
and which satisfy the following lemma:
Lemma 5.10. For all =>0, we have:
(i) H= is convex and belongs to C1, 1(X )
(ii) &H=x&R
(iii) 0H( p)&H=( p)=R22 for all p in X.
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are contained, for instance, in [1]. It
is clear that H=( p)H( p)+(12=)| p&p| 2=H( p) for all p in X. Now, let
p # X, we have
0H( p)&H=( p)=sup
r # X {H( p)&H(r)&
1
2=
| p&r| 2=
sup
r # X {R | p&r|&
1
2=
| p&r| 2= .
The function t [ Rt&t22= reaches its maximum on R+ at =R and, as such,
is bounded by R(R=)&(R=)22===R22 and the proof is complete. K
Proof of Theorem 5.3. For all =>0, we define
h=(z)=sup
q # X
[(q, z) &H=(q)] for all z # X
and
H =( p)= sup
|z|R
[( p, z>&h=(z)] for all p # X.
Then H = H= . Indeed, let p # X; we have on one hand
H =( p)= sup
|z|R
inf
q # X
[( p&q, z) +H=(q)]H=( p).
On the other hand, since H= is convex and differentiable, we have, for all
q # X,
H=(q)H=( p)+(H=x( p), q&p).
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Thus, for all z # X,
( p&q, z) +H=(q)( p&q, z&H=x( p)) +H=( p).
It yields
H =( p) sup
|z|R
inf
q # X
[( p&q, z&H=x( p))]+H=( p).
Since, &H=x&R, the function on the right hand side is greater than its
value at z=H=x( p) and thus
H =( p)H=( p).
We can now define a sequence of new optimal control problems in which
the cost h has been replaced by h= and solve the associated Hamilton
Jacobi equations with the Hamiltonian H = H= . Let V= and u= be respec-
tively the corresponding value function and mild solution of the asso-
ciated HamiltonJacobi equation. Since H= is smooth enough, then, by
Theorem 5.7, we have V= u= . We shall now see the relations between
those functions and the corresponding ones for the initial problem. On one
hand, as H=H, we have, for all z such that |z|R,
h=(z)sup
p # X
[( p, z) &H( p)] sup
| p|R
[( p, z)&H( p)]=h(z)
since h is convex and by Lemma 3.9. Hence, by definition, V=V.
On the other hand, u= is the mild solution of
*u= Lu=+(F, u=x)&H=(u=x)+
and thus of
*u= Lu=+(F, u=x) &H(u=x)+[&H=(u=x)+H(u=x)]
since H&H= # Cb(X ) and u= # C1b(X). Then we can apply the comparison
result obtained in section 3 and it yields
&u=&u&
1
*
&H(u=x)&H=(u=x)&
=R2
2*
.
Moreover, we already know that Vu and then we have
Vu= lim
=  0
u= lim
=  0
V=V
and the proof is complete. K
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6. Examples
We shall work with the following
Hypothesis 6.1. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and let [ek] be a
complete orthonormal system in X. We assume here that A and Q are of
the following form:
Aek=&:kek, Qek=*k ek , k # N,
where [:k] and [*k] are sequences of positive numbers respectively
increasing to + and decreasing to 0.
The following proposition is proved in [18].
Proposition 6.2. Assume that Hypothesis 6.1 holds and that *k=:&rk ,
\k # N and for some r0. Then Hypotheses 2.2 and 2.5 are satisfied if and
only if
:

k=1
1
:1+rk
<+ and r<1.
Example 6.3. Let CN=[0, ?]N and X=L2(CN), N3 and take the
Laplace operator with Dirichlet conditions at the boundary defined as
D(A)=H2(CN ) & H 10(CN ), Ax=2x, for x # D(A).
The operator A satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 and generates an analytic semi-
group of compact operators. Moreover A satisfies Hypothesis 6.1 by
taking, for (n1 , ..., nN ) # NN,
en , ..., nN(!)=\2?+
N2
sin n1!1 } } } sin nN!N
and
:n 1 , ..., n N (!)=n
2
1+ } } } +n
2
N
so that, by ordering the eigenvalues, we obtain
:krk2N as k  +.
If we take, as in Proposition 6.2, Qek=:&rk , r0, then Hypotheses 2.2 and
2.5 are fulfilled provided
N&2
2
<r<1
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which is possible for N3. If N=1 then we can take r=0 which is the
case studied in [4]. Define now
(x)=|
CN
:(x(!)) d!, h(z)= 12 |z| F(x( } ))(!)=f (x(!))
where : # Cb(R) and f # Cb(R) & C0, 1(R). Then  # Cb(X) and the hypo-
theses of Theorem 5.7 are satisfied. Therefore the results of Theorem 5.7
apply to the following optimal stochastic control problem. Minimize the
Cost Functional
J(x; z)=E {|
+
0
e&*s |
CN
[:( y(s, !))+ 12 |z(s, !)|
2] d! ds (6.1)
over all controls z # M2W (t, T ; X ) satisfying |z(s, } )|R almost surely for
s # [0, +[ where the state y( } , !) is the mild solution of the differential
stochastic equation
dy(s, )=[2! y(s, !)+f (x(s, !))&z(s, !)] ds+- Q dW(s), s>t
y(s, !)=0 (s, !) # [t, +]_CN (6.2)
y(0, !)=x(!), ! # CN
driven by a White Noise W.
Example 6.4. Let X=L2(CN ), and take the iterated Laplace operator
with Dirichlet conditions at the boundary defined as
D(Am)=[x # H 2m(CN ), x, 2x, ..., 2m&1x=0 on CN]
Amx=(&1)m&1 (2)m x, for x # D(A).
The operator Am (which occurs in elasticity theory when m=2) satisfies
Hypothesis 2.1-(i) and generates an analytic semigroup of compact
operators. Moreover Am satisfies Hypothesis 6.1 as in the case m=1 but
:krk(2mN ) as k  +.
So, if we take, as in Proposition 6.2, Qek=:&rk , r0, then the hypotheses
of Theorem 5.7 are fulfilled, provided
N&2m
2m
<r<1
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which is possible for N4m&1. If N<2m then we can take r=0 (see
[4]). In this case, Theorem 5.7 can be applied to the stochastic control
problem (6.1) where, in the state equation (6.2), A is replaced by Am .
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